Introduction
Bacterial adhesion onto abiotic surfaces and host tissues, as well as bacteria-bacteria interactions are key processes for colonization, biofilm formation and further infection. These different interactions are commonly mediated by surface appendages exposed at the bacterial cell surface.
1, 2 Large heteropolymeric appendages such as fimbriae are generally used by the bacteria to interact with surfaces over large separation distances, while shorter adhesins such as self-associating autotransporters (SAATs) adhesins transported by type V secretion are capable of promoting intimate interactions between bacteria. 3, 4 Prototypical members of this family of SAAT adhesins are AidA, an adhesin originally characterized in an E. coli O126:H27 strain isolated from a pediatric patient with diarrhea, 5 TibA, first found in the ETEC O78:H11 strain H10407, 6 and the Antigen 43 adhesin (Ag43), one of the most abundant outer membrane proteins in E. coli. 7, 8 Like other AidA-I-type adhesin autotransporters, E. coli Antigen 43 is a short and rigid, monomeric adhesin composed of a Cterminal integral outer membrane β domain through which is exported a N-terminal passenger α domain (Ag43α). 9, 10 After its autocatalytic cleavage, Ag43α (499 aa) remains loosely anchored to Ag43 β domain and forms a β-strand helix that protrudes 10 nm from the cell surface. [11] [12] [13] [14] Like other AidA-I-type adhesin autotransporters, this adhesin is able to promote cell-cell interactions, and subsequent bacterial autoaggregation 11, 15 and biofilm formation 3, [16] [17] [18] through homomeric recognition of its α-domain potentially folded as a β helix. Some Ag43 variants have been further shown to facilitate the persistence of uropathogenic E. coli within the bladder, 19, 20 to promote uptake of-and resistance to-antimicrobial agents and protection of E. coli against polymorphonuclear neutrophils.
11, 21
In 2011, the structure of the α-domain of the AT Hap protein from Haemophilus influenzae was resolved, which opened a route for elucidating the relationship between structure and homophilic interaction mechanisms of the SAATs. 22 In the Hap protein, homophilic 4 recognition is promoted by the interaction in trans configuration of the α-domain along a 7-turn right-handed β-helix, with ~19 residues in each turn. More recently, Heras et al. resolved the crystallographic structure of the Ag43a variant α-domain of uropathogenic E. coli strain CFT073. 14 As previously predicted, 11 they demonstrated that the functional 499 amino-acids α-domain of this SAAT protein is a 3 stranded β-helix structure comprising 23 complete turns with an average of 20 amino-acids per turn, each turn being composed of three faces marked by the arrows depicted in Figure S2 , thus forming a triangular structure. Interestingly, Ag43aα displays a twisted L-shaped β-helical structure that plays a major role in the selfassociation and cell aggregation via a molecular "Velcro-type" mechanism where the dimerization of the α-domain is ensured by multiple hydrogen bonds between the two twisted beta-helical structure coil around each other in a trans/head-to-tail configuration. 14 A modeling of the α-domain of E. coli K-12 Ag43 that share 81.7% identity with that of UPEC CFT073 Ag43a, revealed that this domain also probably displays a twisted L-shaped β-helical structure ( Figure S2 ). However, little is known on the self-association of beta-helical proteins, in particular its dynamics, its dependence on medium composition including pH, and the way it is connected to the intrinsic mechanical and structural properties of the interacting proteins domains. These key issues remain difficult to address at the nanoscale from crystallography or X-ray scattering techniques (SAXS, WAXS) and macroscopic observations of self-aggregation of bacterial cells are useless in this perspective too.
Since the last decade, derivative techniques of atomic force microscopy (AFM) were developed for probing the physico-chemical properties of biomolecules. [23] [24] [25] [26] Techniques such as Dynamic Force Spectroscopy (DFS) and Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) now allow access to molecular dynamic processes, chemical or surface reactivity, conformational properties, and interactions between single molecules. 27, 28 For the sake of example, Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) was recently used to unravel and 5 explain the binding mechanism of BCAM0224 auto-transporter adhesins involved in respiratory infections and secreted by Burkholderia cenocepacia. 29 The authors evidenced that the BCAM0224 adhesin behaves like a nanospring when subjected to external shear forces and can form both homomeric and heteromeric interactions that enhance adhesion to immune cells with corresponding forces as large as 120 pN. 29 Using a similar technique, the nanomechanical properties of LapA adhesin expressed by Pseudomonas fluorescens, or type 1 fimbriae attached to mannose were investigated under various pH, ionic strength and shear force conditions. 30, 31 In this work, we report a systematic investigation of the impact of solution pH and externally applied shear force on the dynamics of E. coli K-12 Ag43 α-domain (Ag43α) unfolding and molecular self-association. The conditions tested in this work mimic those met by E. coli cells in their natural environment. Our experiments are carried out using functionalized AFM probes specific to Ag43α interacting with either model surfaces functionalized by Ag43 adhesins or with Ag43-decorated E. coli K-12 cells. Retraction force curves were recorded at different pH values ranging from 3 to 9 and were analyzed on the basis of the Worm Like
Chain (WLC) model in order to quantify the impact of pH on the conformation properties of Ag43 structure. Dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) measurements were further performed to investigate the dynamics of Ag43 self-association and unfolding under a wide range of pH and pulling rate conditions. Results obtained from DFS and SMFS experiments were finally supported by macroscopic bacterial auto-aggregation assays. We show that self-association forces between Ag43 α-domains are mainly driven by trans interactions of α-domains as strong as 100-250 pN, and we suggest the further contributions of possible cis interactions between these domains at sufficiently large values of pH and elongation rate. In addition, the existence of a tetrameric structure composed of Ag43 dimers is hypothesized from inspection of molecular stretching data collected by AFM. Such structure results from the coexistence of 6 trans-and cis-interactions, and its existence is mediated by the lifetime of these interactions and by the solution pH conditions. Our results bring novel information on the mechanical properties of β-helical proteins and on the dynamics of their homomeric interactions.
Results

AFM nanogold-mediated analysis of cells expressing or not Ag43 adhesins.
The surface properties (morphology and adhesion) of E. coli K-12 cells constitutively producing or not Ag43 (E2498 and E2152, respectively) were investigated by AFM in PeakForce Mapping ™ mode using a functionalized His-Ag43α coated tip where the histidine tag was fused at the N-terminal part of Ag43 α-domain. The obtained adhesion maps collected with the functionalized AFM-tip ( Figure S1 ) revealed that the only E2498 strain exhibited a moderately adhesive bacterial cell wall surface. These results confirmed the presence of Ag43 adhesins over the cell wall of the E2498 strain and they further highlight the specific self-recognition of Ag43 located at the bacterial surface and on the AFM tip. To 
Analysis of Ag43α self-association by dynamic force spectroscopy
The dynamics of the adhesin conformational structure during self-recognition process is an important issue to address for understanding the auto-aggregation mechanism and the nature of the underlying protein-protein interactions. Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS)
and Dynamic Force Spectroscopy (DFS) are very relevant tools in that respect because they enable the analysis of the protein conformational changes and dynamics thereof during protein-protein interactions on living cell surfaces. 28, 36 Therefore, combined SMFS and DFS experiments were performed here in order to (i) evaluate the interaction forces taking place between two Ag43 α-domains, (ii) investigate the dynamics of unfolding, and (iii) address the impact of pH and external shear forces on the protein conformational and structural features.
First, both gold surfaces and gold AFM-tips were functionalized by the histidine-tagged Ag43α after thiol-NTA grafting (N-ter fusion). The typical force curves corresponding to the interaction between Ag43α-functionalised gold surface and Ag43α-functionalised gold AFMtip are reported in Figure 2 at pH 7.4 for 100 and 3200 nm/s pulling rate conditions and in Table 2 for intermediate values of pulling rates. The corresponding statistic distribution of the number of rupture events observed while retracting the modified-tip from the Ag43-modified surface are further displayed in Figure 2 . The specificity of the functionalized AFM tips to 8 Ag43α was certified from the absence of interaction between nude gold surfaces and the modified tips (data not shown). Figure 2 displays qualitatively similar retraction force curves for 100 and 3200 nm/s pulling rates with the presence of multiple adhesive events.
While such event could be detected for tip to surface separation distance as large as 150 nm at 3200 nm/s pulling rate (Figure 2b and Figure S4 ), Ag43α uncoiling was observed over significantly shorter separation distances (40-70 nm) at 100 nm/s (Figure 2a and Figure S4 ).
Overall, the unfolding distance appears 5 to 15 times larger than the putative size of the folded adhesin of 10 nm dimension, which reflects a significant stretchability of this protein.
The structured part of the α-domain is supposedly folding as 23 complete coils with each spiral pitch containing an average of 20 amino acids ( 14 and Figure S2 ). Since the minimal force required to totally and concomitantly unfold two β helical structures is above 400 pN, 37, 38 this means, theoretically, that only one β helical structure can be totally unfolded and thus a maximum of 23 rupture events should be observed by force spectroscopy measurements (note that the typical range of measured rupture force for self-associated Ag43α is ca. 100-200 pN, cf. Table 2 ). The average number of ruptures per force curve we found decreased from 7 ± 3 to 3 ± 2 when the pulling rate was increased from 100 to 3200 nm/s (Figures 2c and 2d) .
These results evidenced a sequential unfolding of the interacting α-domains but with a maximum of only 5 to 10 ruptures. Basically, this suggests that the interaction between two α-domains breaks up before complete unfolding of the structures is achieved. Additionally, this result indicates that Ag43α is folded in several domains composed of multiple turns, and consequently the unfolding is sequential and takes place domain after domain and not turn after turn.
The retraction force curves depicted in Figure 2 were further analyzed according to the Worm like Chain (WLC) model (eq 1) according to the methodology we detailed elsewhere. corresponding to the number of monomers within the Ag43-Ag43 system, is bimodal, which suggests that at least 2 sub-structures were stretched during the retraction of the AFM-tip from the functionalized gold surface. We hereafter refer to N 1 and N 2 (with N 1 < N 2 ) these two values taken by N, as illustrated in Figure 3c ,d. We obtained N 1 = 422 ± 224 and N 2 = 1465 ± 272 at 100 nm/s, and N 1 = 418 ± 156 and N 2 = 1938 ± 711 at 3200 nm/s (see Table 2 ). .In order to address the nature of the two types of substructures probed by force spectroscopy at 100 and 3200 nm/s and pH 7.4, we plotted in Figure S5 the persistent length derived from WLC analysis as a function of the corresponding number of monomers N. The data clearly evidence the presence of two distinct clouds of points corresponding to the two searched substructures. In details, one may discriminate a substructure (1000 ≤ N ≤ 2500) with a persistence length l p lower or equal to 0.15nm, and a second type of substructure (100 ≤N ≤1000) with a l p satisfying l p >0.15 nm. The former corresponds to a weak stretching of C-C 10 bonds and the latter to the stretching of amino acids. Indeed, the length of a C-C bond is in the range 0.12-0.15 nm, which comes to state that all persistence lengths larger than this value must necessarily correspond to amino acids. Figure 3 shows that the bimodal distribution in terms of number of monomers does not depend on the pulling rate value. Additional experiments further show that the aforementioned bimodal distribution is not significantly affected with changing the solution pH ( Figure S6 and Table 3 ).
Interestingly, a statistical switch in the respective weight distribution of the two substructures probed by force spectroscopy is observed with increasing the pulling rate from 100 to 3200 nm/s, as judged from the comparison between data collected in Figure 3c and Figure 3d . In details, the probability to observe the stretching of amino acids (N 1 ~ 500) was about 35% at
Effect of pH and pulling rate conditions on the dynamics of Ag43 unfolding
In order to further investigate the changes in Ag43 conformation and structure during selfassociation of the proteins, force spectroscopy experiments were carried out at different pulling rates in the range 100-3200 nm/s with varying the solution pH (5.2, 6.1, 7.4, 8.1 and 9.2). We emphasized that the pulling rate set in the force spectroscopy experiments basically fixes the time window where the self-association modes of the Ag43α domains can be observed. Stated differently, with increasing the pulling rate, one will probe the fastest Ag43α association mode and, conversely, the lower the pulling rate, the more efficient will be the observation of the slower association mechanisms. In fine, varying the pulling rate allows us to modulate the measurement timescale and thus to vary the so-called Deborah number defined here as the ratio between Ag43α association timescale and measurement timescale.
Force curves similar to those given in Figure 2 were then recorded as a function of pH and analyzed on the basis of the WLC model. A marked dependence on pH and pulling rate was We investigated in more details the dependence of the rupture forces between Ag43 proteins on pulling rate ( Figure 5 ). Over the whole range of pH conditions tested, we observed a belllike dependence of the rupture force on pulling rate. Under the three pH conditions reported in Figure 5 , the rupture forces gradually increased from 80-120 pN to a maximum value in the range 150-220 pN at a critical pulling rate in the range of 400-800 nm/s, and finally it somewhat decreased upon further increase of the pulling rate. This surprising feature was detected for pH values in the range 3 to 9, even though the bell-like dependence seems to be less pronounced at pH 9.2. A three-dimensional representation of the dependence of the rupture forces on pH and pulling rate, as given in Figure S7 , can be fitted by a 3D-Gaussian form in order to estimate the pH and pulling rate conditions that are most favorable for strong Ag43 association. We found that these conditions correspond to a pH of about 7.6 and a pulling rate of 473 nm/s. The increase of the binding force between the self-associated adhesins with increasing the pulling rate is fully in line with a "catch-bond"-like mechanism
where the receptor-ligand interaction is enhanced with increasing tensile mechanical force.
Macroscopic signature of Ag43-Ag43 assembly and pH dependence.
In order to evaluate the relevance -at a macroscopic scale -of the observed impact of solution pH on the self-association of Ag43 adhesins, we performed aggregation measurements over the pH range 3 to 9 on bacterial cells (E. coli -E2498) constitutively expressing or not the Ag43 adhesin. We report in Figure 6 the optical density ratio OD/OD 0 that reflects the 13 fraction of non-aggregated (and non-settled) bacterial cells in solution. After 60 minutes, the OD/OD 0 ratio followed a marked parabola-shaped trend versus pH, with a pronounced minimum at pH ~ 5. After 120 and 180 minutes, the parabolic trend became strongly attenuated but a minimum in the OD/OD 0 ratio remains still clearly distinguishable at pH 5. In line with previous work from our group, 33 we verified that the OD/OD 0 ratio for the control strain (E2152) lacking the Ag43 proteins at the surface is about 1 over the time period tested in Figure 6 regardless of the pH conditions The minimum in OD/OD 0 ratio observed for the E2498 strain should thus correspond to an optimum in aggregation as mediated by the selfassociation of Ag43 adhesins located on the surface of the interacting cells. In agreement with 
Discussion
The mechanical properties of bacterial adhesins play essential roles in several biophysical and interfacial processes, such as adhesion to abiotic or host cell surfaces, 41 biofilm formation, 16, [42] [43] [44] [45] auto-aggregation and pathogenicity. 19, 46, 47 The combination of single-molecule force (SMFS) and dynamic force spectroscopies (DFS) makes it possible to address the molecular mechanisms underpinning how pathogens surface proteins contribute to host cell recognition, adhesion and infection and how processes including catch bond effect, 48 unfolding, 49 unzipping, 50 and nanospring behavior 58 come into play. Our results provided the first dynamic 14 and biomechanical investigation of Ag43 self-association modes under different pH and applied shear force conditions.
Mechanical behavior of Ag43 self-association
Force spectroscopy measurements are in line with the previously reported ß-helix structure of the Ag43α domain 14 essentially because our data support that Ag43α unfolding is sequential and the magnitude of the unfolding forces is in the range of 100-250 pN. 38 The latter well agrees with that given for homophilic association of BCMA0224, a prototypic trimeric autotransporter from B. cenocepacia, and HBHA from M. tuberculosis. A sequential unfolding of non-fimbrial adhesins reflects the presence of several structural domains such as those recently reported for the FHA protein from H. influenzae. 49 In the case of Ag43α, depending on the adopted pulling rate value, we demonstrated the presence of 3 to 10 structural domains that correspond to the number of rupture events detected in the force curves. Heras et al demonstrated that the Ag43α domain of Ag43a in uropathogenic E. coli strain CFT073 exhibits a L-shaped structure consisting of a 13-rung parallel β-helix domain, followed by three rungs that bend the protein by about 110° and a C-terminal seven-rung parallel β-helix domain. 14 In this structure, 3 domains can be identified and could be further visualized from structure modeling of Ag43α in E. coli K-12 (see Figure S2 ): the first of these domains consists of 13 turns of 292 amino acids (green ribbon), the second contains 3 turns of 69 amino acids (red ribbon) and the last domain is composed of 7 turns in a sequence 15 of 137 amino acids (yellow ribbon) (see Figure S2 ). Our AFM data therefore suggest that these 3 domains contain sub-structures that are composed of several turns and that constitute independent structural segments.
The analysis of force experiments performed with increasing pulling rate revealed a catchbond-like behavior of Ag43α. Indeed, a rise in the rupture forces from 120 up to 220 pN has been measured at pH 7.4 when the pulling rate was increased from 100 up to 1000 nm/s (Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). In literature, "catch bond" has already been described for fimbrial adhesins (type 1, F1C and P) with an increase of the force from 30 pN up to 70 pN for pulling rate values in the range of 100 to 10000 nm/s. 56 Catch bonds may correspond to several mechanisms allowing the bond lifetime to increase with mechanical stress until a critical shear force condition is reached. Such mechanisms confer bacteria the ability to roll under low shear forces and to strongly adhere at higher shear forces, as in e.g. urinary flows. In our experiments, the 80% increase in the magnitude of the rupture forces between two Ag43α with increasing pulling rate from 100 to 1000 nm/s is well in agreement with that measured for the P pili from uropathogenic E. coli. 57, 58 This result basically indicates that autoaggregation and adhesion of the bacteria expressing Ag43 onto Ag43-coated surfaces would be favored with increasing flow rates. Even though the molecular mechanism remains quite unclear, we think that the strong pulling rate-dependence of the adhesion force between
Ag43α is a signature of catch-bond effects. This effect observed for the self-association of Ag43α domains is maximum at pH 7.4 and is strongly reduced under both low and high pH conditions ( Figure S7, Figures 4c,d) . Interestingly, this pH value where the rupture force is maximum roughly identifies with that where the curve maximal extension L max versus pH exhibits an inflection point (Figures 4a,b) . Overall, these results firmly demonstrate that the auto-assembly of Ag43 proteins is of a dynamic nature and that it depends on solution pH. For pH values higher than 7 and pulling rates larger than say 400 nm/s, we systemically observed a maximal extension up to 150 nm for the interacting Ag43α domains (Figure 4) .
One could argue that such large extension could be achieved from the cascade disruption of 17 several trans-associated Ag43, in a manner similar to that observed for the autotransporter SAAT adhesin Hap from H. influenzae. 22 However, a cascade stacking of Ag43 is not possible because, unlike Hap which is a straight solenoid, Ag43 exhibits a bend that necessarily leads to strong steric hindering of the access to the interfaces 1 and 1'. Therefore, in order to explain values as large as 150 nm for the maximal extension of Ag43α domains (Figure 4) , it is mandatory to argue another possible configuration for Ag43α homophilic association, i.e. a configuration other than that previously reported from crystallography analyses. 14 We suggest that Ag43α interactions via the interfaces 1 and 1' following transassociation predominate at low to intermediate pulling rates and/or low pH (see discussion above) with as a result a moderate extension of the structure (ca 38 nm at the largest, Figure   4 ).
Since molecular extension above 38 nm cannot result from stretching of Ag43 associated according to trans-interactions, another type of interactions explaining the large molecular
extensions observed at large pulling rate (Figure 4b ) and to some extent at large pH values should exist. As further discussed in this section, we hypothesize that such interaction between Ag43α is faster and weaker than the trans-interaction detected under low pulling rate conditions. In literature, it is reported that some proteins (Als5p adhesin from C. albicans 59, 60 , (Figure 4 and Figure S7 ). To the best of our knowledge, cis-interactions have never been invoked for autotransporter adhesins for which self-assemblies are deemed to take place only from trans-interactions. 14, 22 Our results do support the occurrence of such interaction configuration. With regard to the continuous increase in maximal molecular extension with increasing pH and/or pulling rate (Figure S7b) , it can be argued that trans-interactions are predominant at pH < 7 and pulling rates lower than 400 nm/s and that they lead to moderate maximal extension of the structure. Conversely, cisinteractions are probably the major mode of protein association at pH > 7 and at pulling rates larger than 400 nm/s, and they are in line with molecular extensions that are significantly larger than those obtained according to trans-interactions mode. The pH and pulling rate regimes where cis-and trans-interactions are most significant are schematized in blue and red-orange color mapping in Figure S7b . The buffer space defined by the green area in 
trans-interaction between two adhesins dimers associated via cis-interactions (Figure 10).
Such molecular configuration is also supported by nanogold particles-mediated observations (Figure 1a ) that revealed the occurrence of large structures of ca. 200 nm, which probably corresponds to large complexes consisting of more than two Ag43α molecules.
Building mechanism and unfolding of Ag43α tetrameric structure
Multimerization of adhesins has been largely documented in literature and particularly for autotransporter adhesins such as Hap from Haemophilus influenzae, AidA-I from Escherichia 19 coli and YapC from Yersinia pestis. 62, 63 In addition, the formation of homo-tetramers starting from homo-dimers has been reported for the repair protein MutS from Escherichia coli 64 and also for the autotransporter adhesin BadA from Bartonella henselae. 65, 66 The authors stated the existence of equilibrium between dimers and tetramers and the necessity of full-length dimers interactions to achieve the tetramer formation. 64 The analysis of the modulation of the number of monomers and the maximal extension L max (Figure 3 and Figure 4 , respectively)
evidenced that molecular unfolding is quasi-completed (i.e. L max~1 60nm) under restricted range of pH and pulling rates (pH~9 and pulling rate ν > 1600 nm/s, cf. Figure S7b) where cis interactions are predominant (Figure 9 ). Under such extreme ranges of pH and pulling rates, trans-interactions cannot take place since, in such a configuration, the only stem of the L-shaped structure of Ag43 can be unfolded leading to L max~3 8 nm at most, in contrast to experimental data. In order to explain the continuous increase of L max from ~30 nm to ~160 nm with increasing pH from 3 to 9 and/or pulling rate from 100 nm/s to 3200 nm/s, configurations intermediate between those corresponding to trans and cis interactions or combinations thereof must be envisaged. Such combinations of trans and cis interactions can lead to multimers-assemblies for Ag43, as reported for e.g. MutS and BadA adhesins. [64] [65] [66] In this situation, Ag43 dimers are formed by cis-interactions with the bends of the L-shaped structures in the opposite direction before interacting via interfaces 1 and 1' in a transconformation to finally achieve a tetrameric structure (Figure 10 ). The occurrence of such a structure is in line with the presence of free Ag43α molecules in excess in the solution used for surface functionalization. These free molecules can indeed form dimers with the Ag43α molecules attached to the gold-surface or to the AFM tip by virtue of rapid cis interaction. As discussed below, stretching of the above tetrameric structure can lead to molecular extensions between 30 nm and 210 nm, in line with extensions data collected in Figure 4 . 20 The analysis of the force curves collected in the pH range 4 to 9 evidenced a strong correlation between the pH-dependent maximal unfolding of the self-associated adhesins and the corresponding rupture force (Figure 4) . Indeed, a systematic increase of the maximal molecular unwinding was observed with increasing pH from ~7 to 9, i.e. in the pH range where a maximum in the rupture forces was detected. The theoretical isoelectric points of the interfaces 1 and 1' (involved in the sole trans interactions) can be estimated from a proper account of the amino acids constituting these interaction regions between two sets of residues in each monomer (see Figure S2) accessible at large pulling rate or fast pulling dynamics) than trans-interactions that are stronger but with a longer life-time (slow dynamics). In view of the respective magnitude of the cis and trans interactions, the stretching of the tetramer leads to the unfolding of the dimers till breaking of the trans-interaction is reached. In that situation, molecular extensions between 30 nm and 210 nm may be achieved, as illustrated in Figure 10 . Interestingly, our results suggest that Ag43α may have the properties of promoting -by cis-interaction-the gathering of two or more Ag43 molecules within the E. coli membrane (see Figure 7) favoring subsequent tetramers or higher-order oligomers formation between Ag43 molecules from different bacteria. This is derived from the observation of large nanogold assemblies (~ 200 nm) on cell membrane surface (Figure 1a) . The presence of such multimeric structures promotes efficient aggregation of bacteria.
Our study illustrates how molecular effects can be correlated to macro-scale observations such as aggregation of bacteria constitutively producing Ag43 (Figure 6 ). The maximum in the interaction forces measured between Ag43 adhesins by SMFS is at pH close to 7, whereas we observed a faster bacterial aggregation at pH 5 as previously described in the literature (Figure 6) . 11, 67, 68 This discrepancy could originate from the difference in processes probed at the nanoscale by SMFS and at the macroscopic scale in bacteria aggregation assays. The number of Ag43 molecules involved in self-association process in both situations is probably different since SMFS measurements are related to the detection of single molecules interactions while aggregation of bacteria may be the result of multiple interactions between Ag43α present at the cell surfaces of several E. coli cells. In the latter situation, pH-dependent interactions other than those stemming from the sole Ag43 surely mediate the rate of approach between the cells whose surface is the location of numerous other types of charged ionogenic groups.
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Conclusions
In this study, the dynamics and pH-dependence of homomeric interactions between Ag43 adhesins is investigated, recalling that this protein is involved in biofilm formation and bacterial persistence mechanism. Our results support that Ag43 self-association is driven by Finally, force spectroscopy experiments highlighted that Ag43 molecules have a high stretchability, and that their self-association dynamics is strongly impacted by environmental factors such as pH and magnitude of shear forces.
trans-interactions
Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains
The E. coli K-12 strains used in this study are listed in Table 1 where relevant information on their respective construction, antibiotic resistance, genotype and expression of surface appendages can be found. These isogenic strains were constructed from Escherichia coli MG1655 (E. coli genetic stock center CGSC#6300). All strains used in this study contain the gfpmut3 gene linked to the bla ampicillin resistance gene (amp R , 100 µg/ml) that makes them fluorescent, and a deletion of the fliE to fliR genes replaced by the cat chloramphenicol resistance gene (cm R , 25 µg/ml). Our reference strain (E2152) has been additionally deleted for both the fim operon encoding type 1 fimbriae (∆fimA-H::zeo, zeo R 50µg/ml) and the agn43 gene (∆flu::km, km R 50 µg/ml) while strain E2498 constitutively expresses the agn43 gene 23 (kmPcLflu, km R 50 µg/ml) ).
32, 43, 69
Growth conditions and preparation for AFM experiments
Bacteria were pre-grown overnight at 37°C under agitation (150 rpm) in M63B1 minimal medium supplemented with 0.4% glucose (M63B1glu) and the appropriate antibiotic to select the strain of interest. The following day, fresh M63B1glu medium was inoculated with the overnight culture to an OD 600 of ca 0.05 and cultivated under the same conditions until the biomass reached an OD 600 of 0.5-0.6. Then, 2 mL of the bacterial suspension were removed and placed on a PEI-silicon wafer slide for 30 minutes. The samples were extensively rinsed with PBS solution to remove M63B1glu and placed directly into the AFM closed fluid-cell with 2 mL of PBS solution at the desired pH in the range 3 to 10.
Preparation of His-Tag Ag43α domains
The strain producing 6x-His-Tag Ag43 was constructed using λ-red linear DNA gene inactivation method with help of long primers 70, 71 followed by P1vir transduction. The 6x-His-tag was introduced 6 amino-acids after the sequence signal cleavage site of Ag43 in the strain TG using as a template the strain MG1655kmPcLflu constitutively expressing Ag43 to create TG_kmPcLflu-His. 43 We used the following primers to perform the construction: Figure S3 ). Briefly, a 5 mL culture of MG1655∆oxyR was grown in LB during 16h at 37°C, and its optical density adjusted to 3. Cells were harvested, washed once with PBS 1X and finally resuspended either in PBS 1X or in 50-100 µg/mL BSA or purified 6x-His-Ag43. The suspensions were transferred in 5 mL tubes and let to settle at room temperature for 6h and 24h for imaging. An aliquot of aggregated cells was finally transferred on a microscopy slide and cells were visualized using phase-contrast microscopy.
Bacterial Autoaggregation Assay
Aggregation assays were performed as previously described. 72 Bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C under agitation (150 rpm) in M63B1glu minimal medium. The optical density of the culture at 600 nm (OD600) was adjusted to 3.0 after centrifugation and resuspension in PBS solution at the desired pH in the range 3 to 9. 3 mL of each pH-adjusted culture was transferred to 5 mL hemolysis tubes. These tubes were incubated without agitation at room temperature. The OD600 of the upper part of each standing tube culture was determined after 60, 130 and 180 min of settling. 
Chemicals and AFM-tip functionalization
Nanogold particle functionalization and visualization
A solution of 600 µL of 0.5 mg/mL purified His-tagged Ag43α protein diluted in PBS buffer was added to 900 µL of Ni-NTA-Nanogold® (Ref #2082, 5 nm diameter, Nanoprobes, Inc.
New York, USA) at 0.5 µM for 60 min at room temperature. Using a 2-fold molar excess of (His) 6 -Ag43α significantly prevents aggregation of gold nanoparticles after functionalization. where the persistence length l p is a direct measure of the chain stiffness, L c is the total contour length of the biomacromolecule and k B is the Boltzmann constant. 27 The number of monomers in the polypeptide chains was then derived from the following
All the FVI were analyzed by mean of an automatic Matlab algorithm described elsewhere. Auto-aggregation profiles for the E2498 strain performed over the pH range 3-9. Optical density (OD) values were measured after 60 min, 120 min and 180 min and normalized by OD values at t = 0 min. In line with previous work from our group, 33 we verified that the OD/OD 0 ratio for the control strain (E2152) lacking the Ag43 proteins at the surface is about 1 over the time period tested in Figure 6 regardless of the pH conditions 
